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american civil war wikipedia - the american civil war also known by other names was a war fought in the united states u s
from 1861 to 1865 the civil war is the most studied and written about episode in u s history largely as a result of the long
standing controversy over the enslavement of black people war broke out in april 1861 when secessionist forces attacked
fort sumter in south carolina shortly after, study com nccrs nccrs translating noncollegiate - study com has been an
nccrs member since october 2016 the mission of study com is to make education accessible to everyone everywhere
students can save on their education by taking the study com online self paced courses and earn widely transferable college
credit recommendations for a fraction of the cost of a traditional course, the civil war in popular culture memory and
meaning - the civil war in popular culture is an eclectic approach covering a variety of subjects including civil war myth and
memory films novels battlefield preservation and monuments souvenirs race and gender politics the internet war gaming
military medicine and battle field reenactment, lone star unionism dissent and resistance other sides - the essays in this
book masterfully examine a little known chapter of texas history pro union sentiment in the state during the civil war this
collection shines a bright spotlight on the topic profoundly increasing our historical understanding of unionism in texas, war
and other essays online library of liberty - introduction in 1872 when the author of the essays here assembled was
elected professor of political and social science in yale college he was to use his own words a young and untried man he
was selected for his position not as a specialist but because he was what he was someone in those days must have been
an excellent judge of men, military theory of war warfare theory principles of war - future warfare rethinking the
principles of war project by the office of force transformation oft have the principles of war changed some think it is an
interesting question and to that end we have put together a team to examine this subject, united states history sites mr
kash s history page - general u s history sites massachusetts historical society the massachusetts historical society mhs is
an independent research library and manuscript repository its holdings encompass millions of rare and unique documents
and artifacts vital to the study of american history many of them irreplaceable national treasures
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